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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 04/20/2024

Description 2023 Thor Motor Coach Palazzo 33.5, Thor Motor Coach Palazzo Class A diesel
motorhome 33.5 highlights: Tilt-A-View Inclining Queen Bed Full-Wall Slide
Exterior 39" TV Residential Refrigerator Jackknife Sofa ? You will enjoy every
minute spent in this luxurious coach that can sleep nine people each night. The
overhead bunk will be perfect for the little ones, plus there are bunk beds right
across from the full bath for convenience. The bunk beds include a tablet holder
and USB ports, or you can convert the bunks to a wardrobe if you're not needing
the extra sleeping space. This Palazzo kitchen includes everything you need to
prepare home cooked meals, including an electric induction cooktop, an over-the-
range convection microwave , plus a residential refrigerator for perishables. The
rear private bedroom will be a place you'll love retreating to each night. Here, you'll
find a Tilt-A-View inclining queen bed, a large closet, plus a 32" LED TV to watch
movies in bed. There is even a stacked washer and dryer that will make going full-
time easier than ever! ? Each journey you take with a Palazzo Class A diesel
motorhome by Thor Motor Coach is made smooth thanks to the Air-Ride
suspension , the Sachs shock absorbers, and the Atlas foundation . You'll enjoy
hassle-free set up thanks to the Rapid Camp + multiplex wiring control system,
and there is a Winegard ConnecT 2.0 WiFi/4G/TV antenna to keep you connected
to the outside world as you're away from home. The exterior of the Palazzo
features lighted storage compartments and a basement pass-through, a 40" LED
TV, and invisible front paint protection to withstand the elements. You will fall in
love with the interior that includes Studio Collection cabinetry , luxury vinyl tile
flooring, leatherette furniture, solid surface countertops, plus many more
comforts!

Basic information Year: 2023
Stock Number: 12375
VIN Number: 35182-12375
Condition: New
Length: 34
Slideouts: 2

0 mi Diesel
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Item address Woodland, Washington, United States
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